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Exposé invité

Two Probabilistic Models in Genomics

Brona Brejova, (Computational Biology, Comenius University in Bratislava, Slovakia)

Résumé

In the first part of the talk, I will discuss probabilistic models of k-mer abundance in sequen-
cing reads. Many successful tools in bioinformatics are based on working with k-mers, substrings of
length k of the input sequences. The models of k-mer abundance capture dependence of the abun-
dance on various phenomena, such as the size and repeat content of the genome, heterozygosity
levels, and sequencing error rate. This in turn allows us to estimate these properties from k-mer
abundance histograms observed in real data.

In the second part, I will talk about our work in estimating statistical significance of overlaps
between two genomic annotations. Genome annotations are a common way to represent genomic
features such as genes, regulatory elements or epigenetic modifications. The amount of overlap
between two annotations is often used to ascertain if there is an underlying biological connection
between them. We provide efficient algorithms for estimating statistical significance when the null
hypothesis is formulated using Markov chains.

Joint work with Askar Gafurov, Michal Hozza, Paul Medvedev and Tomas Vinar.
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Exposé invité

The tumultuous fate of sequence bioinformatics ideas

Rayan Chikhi, (Sequence Bioinformatics, Institut Pasteur, Paris)

Résumé

In this keynote talk I will give a behind-the-scenes view of a project that led to the deve-
lopment of minimizer-space de Bruijn graphs (MDBG). MDBGs are an adaptation of classical de
Bruijn graphs, using a tokenized alphabet, for performing efficient genome assembly of PacBio HiFi
reads. After briefly presenting the scientific concept and results, I will explain how this project was
conducted. It will illustrate a common disconnect between how projects are presented in confe-
rences, and how they are really carried out in the lab. In particular, this project was abandoned
for nearly a year and subsequently pivoted from its original goal. I will then expand the scope
towards what I consider to be « tumultuous » ideas in bioinformatics, with a focus on the story of
the WaveFront Alignment algorithm (WFA), discovered in 2021, but rooted in forgotten alignment
theory dating back to 1983.
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Combinatorics of period sets

Eric Rivals (LIRMM), Michelle Sweering (CWI), Pengfei Wang (LIRMM)

September 27, 2022

When a word w can be written uvu for some words u,v, then u is called a border of w and the length of
uv is a period of w. A word can have several borders/periods, in which case smaller borders are nested into
longer ones. For example, consider the word abracadabra: then, abra is its longest border and corresponds
to period 7, but a also is a border, corresponding to period 10, and finally the empty word is a trivial border
corresponding to a period that is the length of abracadabra. Importantly, a period is an offset at which two
occurrences of a word w can overlap themselves.

The notions of borders and periods are key in word combinatorics, in stringology, and especially in pattern
matching algorithms. The set of periods of a word impacts how occurrences of this word can appear in random
texts.

Consider words of length n. The set of all periods a word of length n is a subset of {1,2, . . . ,n}. How-
ever, any subset of {1,2, . . . ,n} is not necessarily a valid set of periods. In a seminal paper in 1981, Guibas
and Odlyzko [1] have proposed to encode the set of periods of a word into a n long binary string, called au-
tocorrelation, where a one denotes at position i a period. They considered the question of recognizing a valid
period set, and also studied the number of valid period sets for length n, denoted κn. They conjectured that
lnκn asymptotically converges to a constant times of ln2 n. If improved lower bounds for ln(κn)/ln2(n) were
proposed in 2001 [3][4] the question of a tight upper bound has remained opened since Guibas and Odlyzko’s
paper. Here, we exhibit an upper bound for this fraction, which implies its convergence, and closes this long
standing conjecture. Moreover, we extend our result to find similar bounds for the number of correlations: a
generalization of autocorrelations which encodes the overlaps between two strings.

An article presenting these results is available on ArXiV online [2].
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Abstract

Hairsplitter:  assembling  an  unknown
number of haplotypes
Roland Faure1,2*, Dominique Lavenier1, Jean-François Flot2,3

1Univ. Rennes, Inria RBA, CNRS UMR 6074, Rennes, France
2Service  Evolution  Biologique  et  Ecologie,  Université  libre  de  Bruxelles  (ULB),  1050
Brussels, Belgium
3Interuniversity Institute of Bioinformatics in Brussels – (IB)2 , Brussels, Belgium
*Corresponding author: roland.faure@irisa.fr

Abstract
In the last few years, the number of assembled genomes has exploded thanks to the

availability of third-generation long-read sequencing technologies. When assembling these
genomes, most assemblers return a mix of regions where the various haplotypes (usually
two, but sometimes more in the case of polyploid genomes) were assembled separately and
other  where  they  were  collapsed  into  a  single  consensus  sequence.  In  most  cases,
researchers  then  use  post-processing  haplotype  purging  tools  to  try  and  generate
completely haploid assemblies where each genome region is only represented once [1]. To
retain  all  the  heterozygosity  information,  a  different  strategy  is  to  try  and  generate  a
completely phased assembly [2]. 

We present  Hairsplitter,  a software aiming to  extract phased assemblies from draft,
purged assemblies. It implements a new method that takes as input a contig and the set of
(possibly high-error-rate) sequencing reads used to build it. Then it finds out whether the
contig is actually a mix of several haplotypes, and if so, outputs the various allelic versions
of this contig. Hairsplitter does this by detecting recurring patterns of variants among the
reads. 

  Unlike previously existing techniques [2], Hairsplitter does not need as an input the
number of expected haplotypes, as each recurring pattern of variants results in one group
of reads. This makes the method especially useful to assemble polyploid species (common
in plants and fishes), metagenomic samples, and even repeated regions.

References
[1] Guiglielmoni N, Houtain A, Derzelle A, Van Doninck K, Flot J-F (2021) Overcoming
uncollapsed  haplotypes  in  long-read  assemblies  of  non-model  organisms.  BMC
Bioinformatics 22:303
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Abstract
Un modèle intégratif pour le problème
d’inférence de protéines
Émile Benoist1, Guillaume Fertin1, Géraldine Jean1, Dominique Tessier2

1Nantes Université, LS2N (UMR 6004), Nantes, France
2INRAE, BIA (UR 1268), Nantes, France
Correspondances des auteurs: {emile.benoist,guillaume.fertin,geraldine.jean}@univ-nantes.fr,
dominique.tessier@inrae.fr

Abstract
L’inférence de protéines est un problème central en spectrométrie de masse. Il
consiste à identifier les protéines présentes dans un échantillon grâce à un ensemble
de peptides identifiés expérimentalement [1]. L’identification de ces peptides se fait
à l’aide d’un ensemble de spectres MS2 obtenu suite à l’analyse de l’échantillon
d’origine, après digestion, par un spectromètre de masse. Alors que l’inférence de
protéines se fait en général après l’identification des peptides de manière totalement
dissociée [2], nous souhaitons aborder la résolution de ce problème en gardant
plusieurs peptides candidats pour les spectres les plus complexes à identifier. Pour
cela, l’interprétation des spectres et l’inférence de protéines ont été réunis dans un
même modèle mathématique évolutif (Figure 1). Initialement simple, ce modèle
pourra être progressivement enrichi pour prendre en compte de nouvelles contraintes
biologiques et mesurer l’impact de ces différentes informations sur les résultats
obtenus.

protéines (P) : P1 P2

peptides (P) : p1 p2 p3 p4 p5

spectres (S) :s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6

E2 : 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.2 0.9 0.2

E1 : 0.9 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.1

Figure 1. Exemple d’instance du modèle proposé. P est l’ensemble des protéines, P
l’ensemble des peptides et S l’ensemble des spectres. Les arêtes dans E1 et E2 sont
pondérées par des probabilités liées à l’échantillon et à la banque de protéines.
L’objectif est, sur la base des informations présentes (E1, E2 et leurs pondérations)
d’apparier chaque spectre à un unique peptide, tout en déterminant une quantité
pour chaque protéine, laquelle représente son abondance dans l’échantillon.
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Abstract
SVJedi-graph: using a variation graph to
improve structural variant genotyping with
long reads
Sandra Romain1*, Claire Lemaitre1*
1Université de Rennes 1, Inria, IRISA, Rennes, France
*Corresponding authors: sandra.romain@inria.fr, claire.lemaitre@inria.fr

Abstract
Structural variants (SVs) are genomic rearrangements of at least 50 bp and of various
types, namely deletions, insertions, inversions, duplications and translocations. SV
genotyping consists in determining whether a described SV is present or absent in one
or multiple sequenced individuals, and if present, in how many copies. Genotyping
SVs in individuals and populations is of particular interest as they can be associated
with diseases or polymorphism in agronomical traits. Our team previously released
SVJedi [1], one of the first SV genotypers using long reads. SVJedi’s method of
representing independently both SV’s allelic sequences reduced the reference bias
and improved genotyping accuracy. However, the method failed to genotype closely
located or overlapping SVs due to redundancy in representative allelic sequences. A
more efficient way of representing SV alleles for genotyping while avoiding redundancy
is to use a sequence graph, such as a variation graph, but existing methods are
currently restricted to short read data [2, 3, 4].

In response, we developed SVJedi-graph. In our method, we build a variation
graph from a reference genome and a given set of SVs. The SV breakpoints are
extracted from the set and the genome sequence is split at each breakpoint into
non-overlapping fragments. Each fragment becomes a node in the graph, and edges
are added between nodes to form the reference path of the genome as well as the
alternative path for each SV. Additional nodes are added for insertions. The long
reads are then mapped on the variation graph using GraphAligner [5] and the
resulting alignments that overlap en edge (breakpoint) in the graph are used to
estimate the most likely genotype for each SV by calculating the ratio between the
number of reads supporting each allele.

SVJedi-graph can genotype deletions, insertions and inversions. Running SVJedi-
graph on simulated sets of close deletions showed that the use of a variation graph was
able to restore the genotyping quality on close and overlapping SVs. For instance, with
a simulated set of deletions that had another deletion 0 to 50 bp apart, SVJedi-graph
was able to genotype 99.6% of the deletions with an accuracy of 98.5%, compared to a
genotyping rate of 78.9% and an accuracy of 97.3% with SVJedi on the same dataset.
We tested our method on a ”gold standard” datasets of Genome In A Bottle (Tier 1
SVs of human individual HG002), and obtained higher genotyping rates than SVJedi
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and a higher genotyping accuracy than other state of the art tools. We also tested
SVJedi-graph on another human dataset (Tier 2 of HG002) containing SVs in more
difficult genomic contexts. SVJedi-graph is distributed under an AGPL license and
available on GitHub at https://github.com/SandraLouise/SVJedi-graph and as
a BioConda package.
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Abstract
fimpera: drastic improvement of
Approximate Membership Query
data-structures with counts
Lucas Robidou1*, Pierre Peterlongo2

1Univ. Rennes, Inria, CNRS, IRISA, Rennes, France
2Univ. Rennes, Inria, CNRS, IRISA, Rennes, France
*Corresponding author: lucas.robidou@inria.fr

Abstract

Motivations: Approximate membership query data structures (AMQ) such as
Cuckoo filters or Bloom filters are widely used for representing and indexing large
sets of elements. AMQ can be generalized for additionally counting indexed elements,
they are then called “counting AMQ”. This is for instance the case of the “counting
Bloom filters”. However, counting AMQs suffer from false positive and overestimated
calls.
Results: In this work we propose a novel computation method, called fimpera,
consisting of a simple strategy for reducing the false-positive rate of any AMQ
indexing all k-mers (words of length k) from a set of sequences, along with their
abundance information.
This method decreases the false-positive rate of a counting Bloom filter by an order of
magnitude while reducing the number of overestimated calls, as well as lowering the
average difference between the overestimated calls and the ground truth. In addition,
it slightly decreases the query run time. fimpera does not require any modification
of the original counting Bloom filter, it does not generate false-negative calls, and
it causes no memory overhead. The unique drawback is that fimpera yields a new
kind of false positives and overestimated calls. However their amount is negligible.
fimpera requires a unique parameter, and its results are only little impacted when
using this parameter within recommended values.
Of independent interest, and for the algorithmic needs of the method, we also propose
a novel generic algorithm for finding minimal (or maximal) values of a sliding window
over a vector of x integers in O(x) time with zero memory allocation. To the best of
our knowledge, this algorithm is the fastest for computing this task, whatever the
considered data.
Availability: https://github.com/lrobidou/fimpera
Keywords: data structure; indexation; k-mers; counting Bloom filters; sequence
data; abundance; AMQ
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Abstract
Algorithmic results for the approximate
cover problem
Guillaume Blin1, Alexandru Popa2*, Mathieu Raffinot1, Raluca Uricaru1*
1CNRS, Bordeaux INP, LaBRI, UMR 5800, Univ. Bordeaux, 33400, Talence, France
2University of Bucharest, National Institute of Research and Development in Informatics, Romania
*Corresponding authors: alexandru.popa@fmi.unibuc.ro, raluca.uricaru@u-bordeaux.fr

Abstract
In this paper we elaborate on the work of Amir et al. [1] who introduce and study
approximate string covers, motivated by numerous applications including molecular
biology, automata theory, formal language theory and combinatorics.

Let T and C be strings over an alphabet Σ, with n the length of T , respectively
m the length of C. We say that C is a cover of the text T if we have m < n and if
there is a succession of possibly overlapping occurrences of C in T , such that every
character of T belongs to at least one of these occurrences. A string may admit zero,
one or several covers.

The Approximate Cover Problem (ACP) takes as input a string T and looks for
a string C, shorter than T , covering a string T ′ that is as close to T as possible (for
some predefined distance). Amir et al. deduce its NP-hardness for the hamming
distance by proving the NP-hardness of a relaxation of this problem called the
cover-length relaxation [1]. In this variant of the ACP the size of the cover, m, is
fixed and specified in the input.

Here we follow up on the work of Amir et al. [1] and present several algorithmic
results regarding the cover-length relaxation of the ACP. Though the cover-length
relaxation problem is defined as a minimization problem (i.e., minimize the hamming
distance between T and T ′), it can be tackled from the opposite point of view,
meaning as a maximization problem. This time the goal is to maximize the length
of T minus the distance between T and T ′. We will name this variant the Max
Similarity ACP. It is straightforward that, from the complexity point of view, the
two versions are equally hard.

In this work we give, among other results, a O
(√

|T |
)

polynomial time approxi-
mation algorithm for the maximization version of the cover-length relaxation of the
ACP, Max Similarity ACP. The key idea is to split the input instances into two
groups according to the size of the cover with respect to the size of T and then to
design a cover for each group.
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Design considerations and methodology of .ORA format to achieve 
efficient lossless up to 5X genomic compression 
 
Authors: Guillaume Rizk 
 
The democratization of high throughput Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) and the growing 
number of applications in the human health field have greatly contributed to the 
exponentially growing trend of genomic data this last decade. Estimates have set the current 
wordwide volume of genomic at hundreds of PetaBytes with a volume doubling each year. At 
this pace, management of the data is becoming a bottleneck. Data compression is one of the 
solutions to address this bottleneck.  
 
While gzip compression is used by default on files generated by secondary analysis of NGS 
data, other compression solutions specific to genomics data have been developed and allow 
to reduce file footprint even further. A lot of these solutions have been developed with the 
objective to explore the boundaries of what is or is not possible e.g., reach as high 
compression ratio as possible, regardless of the compute cost, or explore the theoretical 
possibilities of a novel compression method. But in order for a compression solution to be 
widely adopted several criteria must be taken into account: losslessness of the data, high 
compression ratio, efficient compression (fast and low memory usage), ability to 
compress/decompress on the fly with no temporary disk files, ability to scale to large files. 
Here we present the ORA (Original Read Archive) format, a format that has been carefully 
designed to be integrated to NGS workflows,  taking into account all of these criteria. 
 
ORA format compression is a lossless, reference based compression that reduces FASTQ.GZ 
formatted files up to a x5.  The compression ratio that is achieved is a result from its efficient 
lossless encoding methodology. Many of the design choices were made to reach a good trade-
off between speed and compression ratio. An ORA file consists of a list of ORA blocks. Each 
block contains a set of reads and is a self-contained unit that contains all the information 
needed for its decompression. There is therefore no overall file header; each block has its 
own header section. This scheme allows for compressed file concatenation, parallel 
compression/decompression, and streaming capabilities (as soon as a block is transferred, its 
decompression can start). The specific structure of each block will be described further during 
the presentation with methodology on DNA, quality scores and read names encoding.  
Finally we will present some benchmarking results on both compression ratio and 
compression speed achieved with the DRAGEN ORA implementation of the ORA compression 
format.  
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Abstract
Kmer2Reads an associative index for Third
Generation Sequencing data
Léa Vandamme1*, Bastien Cazaux1, Antoine Limasset1

1Univ. Lille, CNRS, Centrale Lille, UMR 9189 CRIStAL, F-59000 Lille, France

Abstract
Most of the time, to study a biological sequence, we use a reference genome.
However, it can be difficult to obtain this genome from sequencing data. Indeed,
because of genomic repeats, the assembly is not always reliable and may contain
errors and bias at different scales. This is why it can be preferable to work
directly on the raw data output by the sequencer, without any pre-processing.
Existing methods mostly allow simple operation: the presence or count of a
kmer in the dataset. The objective of this work is to extend those techniques
and create a method to analyze raw datasets, able to identify reads containing a
given kmer. The challenge of such an index is to be able to scale to large datasets
that can contain hundreds of billion bases while permitting fast queries with a
low memory cost. Here we present some preliminary results presenting tools of
the state of the art based on either hashing [1] or full-text techniques[2]. We
also present an improved method K2R able to compare very positively over the
state of the art on both memory consumption and query times. An open-source
implementation is available at: https://github.com/LeaVandamme/

References
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Abstract
Parameterized algorithms for the RNA
Energy Barrier problem
Théo Boury1, Laurent Bulteau2*,Bertrand Marchand3, Yann Ponty3

1ENS Lyon, LIX (Ecole Polytechnique)
2LIGM, Université Gustave Eiffel, Marne-la-Vallée
3LIX, Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau
*Corresponding authors: yann.ponty@lix.polytechnique.fr, laurent.bulteau@u-pem.fr

Abstract
To get a complete understanding of the folded structures of RNAs (see Fig. 1 (a)),
studying minimum free-energy (MFE) conformations may not be enough. The
feasibility of refolding pathways connecting different structures may also be crucial.

The feasibility of a pathway depends on the maximum energy value it reaches,
and the RNA energy barrier problem therefore asks, given two structures and an
energy threshold, whether there exists a reconfiguration pathway connecting them
while staying below the energy threshold (see Fig. 1 (b)).

Figure 1. (a) Example of an RNA structure, with different representations. (b) An
example of a reconfiguration pathway of minimum barrier.

This talk will recount the results of [1], as well as more recent contributions
from the M2 internship of Théo Boury, on the possibility of using parameterized
algorithmics to tackle the RNA energy barrier problem. It shows connection with
the computation of a graph width measure (directed pathwidth), reconfiguration
problems, and even scheduling. Two parameterizations are used: the range of allowed
energy values, and the number of terminal helices (see Fig. 1 (a)) in the structures.
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Abstract
A survey of mapping algorithms in the
long-reads era
Krisoffer Sahlin1, Thomas Baudeau2, Bastien Cazaux2 & Camille Marchet2

1Dpt of Mathematics, Science for Life Laboratory, Stockholm University, 106 91, Stockholm, Sweden.
2Univ. Lille, CNRS, Centrale Lille, UMR 9189 CRIStAL, F-59000 Lille, France.
*Corresponding author: camille.marchet@univ-lille.fr

Abstract
It has been ten years since the first publication of a method dedicated entirely to
mapping third-generation sequencing long-reads. The unprecedented characteristics
of this new type of sequencing data created a shift, and methods moved on from
the seed-and-extend framework previously used for short reads to a seed-and-chain
framework due to the abundance of seeds in each read. As a result, the main novelties
in proposed long-read mapping algorithms are typically based on alternative seed
constructs or chaining formulations. Dozens of tools now exist, whose heuristics have
considerably evolved with time ([1, 2, 3] to cite a few). The rapid progress of the field,
synchronized with the frequent improvements of data, does not make the literature
and implementations easy to keep up with. Therefore, in this survey, we provide
an overview of existing mapping methods for long reads with accessible insights
into methods. We review the recent improvements in seeding ([4, 5]), as well as the
main chaining methods. Since mapping is also very driven by the implementations
themselves, we join an original visualization tool to understand the parameter settings
(http://bcazaux.polytech-lille.net/Minimap2/) for the chaining part.
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Abstract

Memory  efficient  subsampling  strategy  for
large scale analysis of sequencing data
Timothé Rouzé*,Camille Marchet and Antoine Limasset

1Univ. Lille, CNRS, Centrale Lille, UMR 9189 CRIStAL, F-59000 Lille, France

*Corresponding author

Abstract
Since  the  beginning  of  high  throughput  sequencing  technologies,  a  long-living

challenge for bioinformaticians has been keeping up with the amount of generated data.
With sequencers able to generate Terabytes of data each day for a constantly diminishing
cost, the amount of data nucleotide on public databases is exploding. Comparing thousands
of datasets containing up to billions of reads remains a scalability challenge and the focus
of many methodological papers. The first step toward this direction was to avoid time-
consuming alignment steps. Kmer comparisons methods showed good time performances
while providing good similarity estimates [1]. However, to cost to represent billions kmers
in memory quickly surpass most  computers’  available  memory as  a billion 32mer can
represent  a memory cost  of  8GB and a billion 64mer 16GB.  A solution is  to rely on
external memory [2] that is available in large amounts (commonly multiple TeraBytes).
However, it  dramatically slows down such analysis as Hard drives can be hundreds or
thousands of times slower than the RAM. Moreover, the high usage of disks harms their
durability. Another approach is to insert kmer in bloom filters [3] in order to divide the
amount of memory used per kmer by order of magnitude at the price of some false positive
rate. Studies showed that low false positive rates did not negatively impact downstream
analysis. To achieve greater memory cost reduction, the only known technique is to apply
some sub-sampling and select a fraction of kmer to index. Several methods were proposed
to perform uniform sub-sampling with theoretical guarantee, modimizer/modminhah [4] ,
scaled minhash/FracMinHash [5] and showed their scalability on vast collections. In this
work, we improve such schemes by combining them with the concept of superkmers [6].
Superkmers are a succession of overlapping kmer sharing a common subsequence called a
minimizer. Such sequences can concisely represent dozen of kmer using less nucleotide
than their  plain representation.  Due to  these properties,  superkmers  have been used in
several applications to reduce their memory usage. By applying sub-sampling directly on
superkmers instead of kmers, we can benefit from the memory usage reduction granted by
the superkmer usage.  This way,  we can either use  less memory to represent  the same
amount  of  sub-sampled  kmers  or  use  comparable  memory  while  indexing  order  of
magnitude more kmers,  thus  improving the estimation accuracy at  no cost.  Moreover,
superkmer usage can improve cache coherence and result in faster analysis. We apply our
approach  to  several  genomes  and  meta-genomes  and  show  an  order  of  magnitude
improvement over state-of-the-art. 
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